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Turkey’s specialist in Twin Roll Casting
Assan Alüminyum was founded in 1987
and is a subsidiary of Kibar Holding, one
of Turkey’s oldest conglomerates.
Assan is Turkey’s largest producer of flat
rolled aluminium products and is one of
Europe’s largest aluminium foil producers.
With a relentless commitment to exceed
the expectations of its stakeholders,
Turkish economy and the society, the
company has developed management
strategies for continuous growth. These
strategies are aligned with the company’s
vision set by its CEO, Remzi Ornek.
It has revised its management and
production structure design, with a
meticulous approach to customer
demands and expectancies, in order to
enhance its ability to deliver the best for its
customers with high quality products and
flexible solutions.
Continuous investments are made
towards R&D in addition to constant
revisions
and
improvements
for
sustainable production and business
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processes.
The company provides an array of
product choices and alternatives. For
example, Assan Alüminyum serves its
domestic and international customers with
more product choices than any of its
competitors in the Twin Roll Casting
segment.
Supplying more than half of the
domestic demand in Turkey, the company
exports more than 70% of its total annual
production; presenting its international
customers with significant logistics
advantages and warehouses in many
countries.

It sets the example by creating firsts in
employee
safety,
environmental
protection, natural resource and business
sustainability. The company also sets
exemplary practices for sustainability
management, energy efficiency, waste
management, recycled material usage and
carbon footprint minimisation in the
Turkish aluminium industry.
From building safe playgrounds for
children in primary schools near its
production facilities to supporting
Istanbul’s first high school to build an
astronomical observatory, it also provides
a generous contribution for a better
education for the youth.

Leading corporation

On top of development capabilities and
250kt/y of installed production capacity of
flat rolled aluminium; Assan Alüminyum is
considered a leading corporation in the
Turkish aluminium industry, for being an
exports’ champion and acting as a pioneer
in terms of business practices.

Contact
Assan Alüminyum, Yayla Mahallesi D-100
Karayolu Rüya Sokak No:2 34940 Tuzla, Istanbul,
Turkey
Tel 0216 5811200
Email consumer@kibarholding.com
Web www.assan.com.tr
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